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Dear Team,

This spring issue of The Secretary of the Senate’s Dispatch celebrates the new season (and warmer weather) along with all of
the exciting growth occurring within the Senate halls! This edition includes life-saving safety reminders, IT updates, enrichment and more. So if you are looking for something to brighten your spring morning even more than the cheerful blossoms
outside, look no further! I am hoping you enjoy this installment of the Senate Dispatch, along with the warmer weather heading to Pennsylvania this spring.

Sincerely,

Megan Martin, Secretary and Parliamentarian

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU CELEBRATES 110 YEARS!
Did you know? One hundred and ten years ago, the Legislative Reference Bureau (LRB) was created.
This April, the Legislative Reference Bureau is celebrating 110 years of dedicated service! The Director of
LRB, Vince DeLiberato, recently shared with the Dispatch more information about the Bureau and its role
over time. According to DeLiberato, “LRB is a law office serving the executive and legislative branches of
State Government.” In honor of this truly auspicious milestone, the Bureau has written and published a
history of their service, Drafters in the Rafters, named after the work and location of the Bureau. The
book is an interesting, detailed look at the founding of the Legislative Reference Bureau and its vital
work, and can be viewed in our Senate Library.
Be sure to congratulate LRB staff! Vince and his team tirelessly assist the Senate throughout the legislative process. The Legislative Reference Bureau is composed of over seventy staff who are, as DeLiberato
says, “truly dedicated to protecting the Constitutional authority of the General Assembly within the Constitutional framework of separation of powers, and to providing the public with a
consistently excellent product in its publications.”
The important work they do today has changed little from their original mission,
which, according to DeLiberato, was “to provide assistance in the development of
legislation and reference services for the implementation of legislation.” Congratulations and thanks are in order for LRB’s many years of service! (Congratulatory Resolution, left)

We asked what you needed.
You answered, and the Senate Virtual
Session Desk App is successfully launched
with a 4.2 out of 5 star rating!

To learn how to download
this app, click HERE
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Security Spotlight: Fire Safety — It is Serious!
In addition to helping us all be prepared to respond
quickly and efficiently in an actual emergency, conducting emergency drills helps determine the effectiveness of the Senate’s Emergency Action Plan.
Always treat an alarm as if it is real! It could be a
bomb threat, actual fire, other emergency or a drill.
Here are some tips from Senate Security Officer
Mike Haldeman.

When you hear an alarm:





Immediately evacuate
the building under all
circumstances, even if
the alarm stops sounding. Do not stop an evacuation for any reason
once it has started.
Assist visitors, log off your computer, take
personal belongings with you if possible and
head toward the CLOSEST exit.
DO NOT use the elevators. Use the stairwells.
When entering the stairwells, it is imperative
to maintain a single file movement. As you
enter the stairwells, keep to the outside
(right) of the stairwell and then gradually
move to the inside (left) of the stair railing in
order to allow for people from other floors to
join the evacuation. This also allows first responders to go up.
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You MUST leave the building. DO NOT
attempt to return to your work area if you
are not near it when the alarm sounds.
If you require assistance for evacuating the
building call Senate Security and/or Capitol
Police.
After exiting the building, head away from
the building to the Designated Assembly Areas according to the evacuation plan. When
Senate Security personnel give an all clear,
follow their directions to expedite your return to the building, and have your ID visible
for re-entry to the building.

When you hear an alarm, if you are in the
following underlined location, evacuate to
the corresponding spot. Each area is different, depending on your location at the time
of the emergency.
Main Capitol: If you are in the Main Capitol when
the alarm sounds, exit through the North
entrance or Rotunda entrance; proceed to the
North end of the Capitol Building—the area between the North Office Building and the plaza
parking area. The parking plaza is to remain clear
for emergency personnel.
Capitol East Wing: Exit through any marked fire
exit leading to Commonwealth Avenue; cross
Commonwealth Avenue and proceed to the
Southwest side of Soldiers Grove. The East Wing
Plaza (around the fountain) is to remain clear
for emergency personnel.

North Office Building: Exit through any North
side stair tower, North Street entrance, or Commonwealth Avenue entrance; cross North Street
and proceed to the First Responders Plaza area
between the State Museum and the Keystone
Building. For your safety cross North Street
quickly, and do not loiter on the street.
Print Shop/CMPC: After exiting the building,
proceed to the parking lot in front of #1 Technology Building. For your safety, cross the road
quickly, and do not loiter on the street.
Please reach out to Mike Haldeman if you have
questions about Senate security drills and evacuation procedures.
Reference: Senate Safety and Health Manual,
Element I: Emergency Action Plan-Building
Evacuation.

Senate Secretary Launches New Public Website
As part of the Senate Secretary’s ongoing modernization efforts, the Senate Secretary and LDPC
have collaborated to launch an expanded and updated public website for the Office of the Secretary
-Parliamentarian. Check out its many new and helpful features at www.secretary.pasen.gov

DID YOU
KNOW?
In April of

UPDATED website

1865, President
Abraham
Lincoln’s funeral
train arrived in
Harrisburg.

Learn about the
Officer’s many roles!

The President

was placed in the
PA Capitol for

We Remember: Service to the State and Nation
This summer, the Senate Library is honoring the Members of
the Senate who also served in our nation ’s military, with a new
featured exhibition. We Remember: Service to the State and Nation is dedicated to sharing the stories of Senate Members and
Senate Officers who also served in the military – whether the
French and Indian War, American Revolution, Civil War or more
recent military conflicts.

the Legislature
and public
to pay their
respects.

Be sure to stop by the Library between May and September to
view sacred artifacts from the families of these Senators and
Senate Officers, as well as to learn more about their dedicated
service to not only the Senate, but also the Commonwealth and
the Nation.
If you are or know someone who served in the Pennsylvania Senate and the United States Military, then we want to hear from
you! Email the Senate Library at senlib@os.pasen.gov with the
person, their birth and death dates, dates of Senate service and
dates of military service (as well as their branch of service).
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SECA Congratulations!
Last fall, the Senate’s SECA coordinators asked
everyone to consider donating to a charity of their
choice through the State Employee’s Combined
Appeal, or SECA. This spring, the Senate was honored by the Office of Administration
and congratulated for the Senate’s increased participation rate.
To accept the award on behalf of everyone who donated were Nate Sanko and
Sarah Greenwald, the Senate’s SECA coordinators. A very sincere thank you
goes out to every Senate Member and employee who donated —the
Senate increased its participation by 224% last year . Your efforts are
making a positive difference in the world around you!

I.T. Corner

NEW! At the Capitol Gift Shop

Senate Security recently launched an
internal webpage full of helpful and
life-saving information for Senate
Members and staff.
Here is how to check it out:

Looking for PA Capitol swag? Look no further! Head

From your LDPNET Senate homepage, in
OTHER LINKS, click on Senate Security.

down to the Capitol’s East Wing, and stop by the Capitol
Gift Shop. Capitol Visitor Services recently added several
new and exciting items to the Capitol Gift Shop’s inventory, including limited-edition pins and colorful, creative
Capitol t-shirts that are sure to inspire looks of envy!

The Capitol Gift Shop is open weekdays,
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

From the Senate Security homepage, you can
meet the team, learn more about the role of
Senate Security, find out what to do in every
emergency and much more!

PA Capitol Art and Architecture Tour App Coming Soon
Ever wonder about the breathtaking details found in the PA Capitol
Building and Complex? You can learn more about them soon, thanks to a
new application currently being developed by Capitol Visitor Services and
LDPC. This new app is tailored to those curious about the art and architecture of Pennsylvania’s Capitol Building and Complex, and will launch later
this year.

Stay tuned for more updates!
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Have suggestions for future newsletters? Let us know by emailing sgreenwald@os.pasen.gov

